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Goal and outline 

Goal:  

 

To determine which message broker middleware should be used to 

support information exchange under disconnected, intermittent and 

limited networking conditions. 

 

Outline: 

• Background 

• Publish/subscribe topologies 

• Experiment set-up and results 

• Next steps 
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SOA and publish/subscribe in one slide 

• Service oriented architecture 

– A concept for how to build distributed systems 

– Based on a number of principles or system design goals 

 

• Different communication patterns can be used 

– Request/Response most common 

– Publish/Subscribe can be used as an alternative approach for many 
types of application data 

 

• Publish/Subscribe 

– Consumers subscribe to information they are interested in 

• Often topic-based, but content filtering is also an option 

– Producers sent out information based on these subscriptions 

• Broker-based approaches are common 
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NATO research groups on tactical support for services 

• Identifying challenges – which aspects of tactical networks is it that makes it hard to 
support «standard» service implementations? 

• Focus on making different approaches to supporting tactical services work together 

IST-090 
SOA Challenges for 

real-time and 
disadvantaged 

grids 

• Identify which of the core services are most important in tactical networks 

• Start with how NATO documents describe how services are to be realized 

• Give recommendations on how a given core service can be adapted under 
networking conditions that are “typical” in tactical networks 

• Significant focus on publish/subscribe 

IST-118 
SOA 

recommendations 
for disadvantaged 
grids in the tactical 

domain 

•IST-150 (on-going) aims to further extend the IST-118 recommendations by 

•Performing further larger scale experiments (using the ARL testbed and a scenario developed 
by a differerent IST group), and test on more types of actual radio networks 

•Consider hybrid networks as well 

•Provide more structured recommendations / adaption patterns / profiles 

IST-150 
NATO Core 

Services profiling 
for hybrid tactical 

networks  
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IST-118 results on publish/subscribe  

• Basic message exchange recommendations 

– Compression, delay-tolerant transport of information etc. 

– Alternative transport protocols 

 

• Additional possibilities with brokered messaging 

– Message aggregation  

• Fewer, but larger, messages 

• Compresses better 

– Messaging filtering 

• Remove non-essential content 

– Multicast delivery 

• when multiple consumers want the same data from the same broker 

 

– Topology 

• How and where brokers are place in the network has significant inpact 
on the amount of network traffic that is generated 
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Motivation for the experiment  

 

• Build on the recommendations from IST-118, and investigate 
aspects that IST-118 did not cover 

 

– Look into different topologies  

 

– Investigate alternative standards that perform better under sub-optimal 
networking conditions 

• MQTT seems most promising based on results from earlier 
experiments  

• Using a different protocol does not mean we can not be compatible 
with the NATO suggested use of WS-Notification 

 

– Perform larger scale experiments with the most promising solutions 
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Publish/Subscribe messaging topologies 

Direct publish/subscribe 

• Producer keeps track of subscriptions 

• Producer sends notifications directly to 
consumers  

 

 

Single brokered publish/subscribe 

• Consumers subscribe to the broker, which 
keeps track of subscriptions 

• Producer delivers notifcations to the 
broker, which distributes this further 

 

Multibrokered publish/subscribe 

• Consumers subscribe to their local broker 

• Producers delivers notification to their 
local broker 

• Brokers must be aware of which content 
other brokers offer, and make 
subscriptions to relevant information 
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Publish/subscribe protocol features 
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Experiment set-up 

• Aimed to set up an experiment structure that was 
easily reusable so that we can run further tests 
later 

– Experiment testbed: Network Science Research 
Laboratory (NSRL) established by the US Army 
Research Laboratory (ARL) 

• Mobility patterns and force structure based on 
the Anglova scenario  

– from IST-124 “Heterogeneous Tactical Networks: 
Improving Connectivity and Network Efficiency"  

– Vignette 2, limited to one mechanized battalion 
constituted by 24 mobile nodes 

• Used Blue Force tracking as our test application 
– based on NATO Friendly Force Information 
data 

– Using WS-Notification and MQTT for information 
distribution 

– The experiments use the single broker topology  

• Network layer:  
– Emane with OLSR 
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Profiling protocol behaviour: 

Network load at the networking and application layers 
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Protocol result comparison 



Conclusions 

• WS-N requires more network resources than MQTT  

– about twice the network resource use  

– increased transmission time (also about twice) of end-to-end 

messaging.  

– confirms that MQTT has the best network level performance in a larger 

scenario 

• The underlying network protocols (OLSR and TCP) play a significant 

role regarding the use of network resources 

– OLSR generated 70% or 80% of the overall traffic for WS-N and MQTT 

respectively 

– TCP produced many “spurious” packet retransmissions (acknowledges 

arrived too late, causing more retransmissions) 
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Next steps 

 

• Continue investigating MQTT in more detail. 

• The experiments indicate that TCP is not well suited for tactical 

wireless networks (wideband or narrowband), we aim to investigate 

brokers based on MQTT-SN (MQTT for Sensor Networks), since 

MQTT-SN is based on UDP.   

• Cover multi-broker publish/subscribe with different topologies, 

including investigating where the brokers should be placed in the 

network. 

• Exploratory work will also be conducted for brokerless topologies 

(e.g., ICN mechanism) that mainly operates at the network level and 

does not exhibit a single point-of-failure. 
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